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Try our fabulous PodCast bead to easily start 
Zigged or Winged bangles exactly to size.

The minimalist Circle Start whips up a quick 
little Casting Model that you can use and re-use 

as many times as you like to start new forms.  

The only thing you need to decide with this 
method is how many Points you would like your 

bangles or Winged pieces to have, and then 
make a little model with the same number. 

Our sample Pod has 12 Points, six up, six down. 

Generally we only count Increase Points when 
describing our Rick-Racks and All-Wings,

but I think this discrepancy is only because we 
did not fully understand the family relationships 

when we started naming and counting.

The two forms really are twins, but with one 
vital difference. All-Wings will grow sprawly, 

but Rick-Racks will only grow taller.

The PodCast Bead
A Simple Circle Start for 

Zigged Bangles & Bracelets
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Illustrations by 
Karen Beningfield

x
PodCast design by

CGB Team,
Claudia Furthner

& Kate McKinnon

Materials  •	 a	few	grams	of	size	11°	cylinder	beads	
 in three colours - we used Delicas

 DB   351 Fleet Week 
 DB   795    Testy
 DB   696 Velvet Underground

•	 a	dozen	round	seed	beeds	in	size	8° 
 we used dark gold Toho beads.

•	 Small	scissors	with	sharp	points 
•	 Your	favorite	needles	and	thread

The PodCast Bead
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Marina’s Rick-Rack bangle 
has 12 beads per side, which is 
a good count for a short bangle 
in a large size, or for a medium 

sized bangle built tall. 

There are no simple answers for 
this kind of sizing. All-Wings 

are even trickier, as they sprawl.

What the PodCast Bead 
really offers is the chance to 
easily experiment with many 

sizes of Zigged Thing without 
the usual investment of time 

needed to establish a 
traditional start for each.

When planning for sizing or starting round Zigged forms like Rick-Rack 
or All-Wing Bangles, we need to account for several things.

First, how tall will the bangle be built? Taller forms are more difficult to 
wiggle into, so they must be built to the actual size of the hand. Shorter 
bangles can be built a bit smaller in diameter, because the hand can find a 
way in.

Secondly, how many Points will it have? We chose six for our sample, 
because it’s a count that is pretty easy to fit all sizes. The six-point bangle 
below is by Marina Montagut, and it was featured in CGB, Volume I.

The PodCast Bead
 How It Works
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The difference between an All-Wing (which is what our PodCast is) and a 
Rick-Rack is that an All-Wing has increases at every Point. All-Wing side 
counts grow by one bead per round, and so their Wings will grow as taller as 
you bead them.

A Rick-Rack alternates increases and decreases, and as you add rounds, the 
sides stay the same length, while the cylinder grows taller.

It’s quite easy to change from one to another, because we can choose what to 
do when we come to the tip of each Point. If we pass through the end beads 
without adding any new beads, it’s a Decrease. If we add two beads, it’s an 
Increase. 

 All-Wing or Rick-Rack?

The PodCast BeadThe PodCast Bead

Above left is our PodCast Bead alone (an All-Wing) and on the right, you see 
it again with six rounds of Rick-Rack built onto it. The shape of the Pod was 
converted, and now it looks more like a tulip than a virus.

The Rick-Rack cast you see on the Pod will be removed, and then a new start 
can be made onto it. We’ll cast All-Wings, Rick-Racks, and so much more.
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To create our 6-Point PodCast, make a 
circle	of	12	size	8°	round	beads	on	your	

thread, and then pass through the 
circle again to reinforce.  

Tie a small knot (the ring should be 
stable) and then move your thread 

ahead a few beads to leave your 
tail behind.

 Each of these 12 beads will 
serve as the base of one the 

12 points of the Pod. 

We don’t count this ring of 
round beads when we are 

counting rounds of work on 
the beaded bead.

The PodCast Bead
Circle Start
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Using medium tension and
alternating colours, square stitch 

two	11°	cylinder	beads	onto	
each round bead. 

Repeat each square stitch as you 
make it, and then pass through 

the bead ahead to start each next 
square-stitched set.

Don’t pull your thread too 
tightly, as the Pods should 

be energetic forms. 

Tight thread makes it 
difficult for beadwork to 

move and be springy.

Round 1: Square Stitch

The PodCast BeadThe PodCast Bead
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Begin Round 2 by bringing your needle out between two of the square-
stitched cylinder beads on the Circle, and place a 2-bead herringbone 
increase on top. At this point, our technique is circular peyote stitch with 
12 increases, and in this round one peyote bead (we used orange) will be 
placed between each increase. Continue with medium tension.

Remember to Step Up to each new round by passing through two beads 
after your last stitch of each round.

After this round, the little Pod is 
springy, and is self-organizing its 
own points so that six are up, and 
six are down. This is very handy. 

When we start without the circle 
of rounds, the Pod is difficult to 

sort and hold, which makes it diffi-
cult to teach and little fun to make.

Don’t worry about how to make 
your size yet - every size starts the 

same way, and larger sizes of 
bangle will only require continuing 

this little marvel on for a few 
extra rounds at the end.

The PodCast Bead
 Round 2:  Begin Circular Peyote Stitch 
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In Round 3, two more 
peyote fill beads go in on each 

leg, slotting in between the 
first peyote bead placed and 

each increase stack.

Be sure to remember to Step 
Up at the end of each round.

Round 3

The PodCast BeadThe PodCast Bead

Round 4 - end
In Round 4, continue circular 

peyote with increases, and 
continue to add rounds 

according to our size table. 

Don’t worry about exact sizing; 
this	technique	is	VERY	flexible.
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Continue to add rounds to your size 
(see table below) and then 

reinforce the edge of the final round 
with a pass of just thread. 

Weave in all working tails.

Kate’s sample is a medium, beaded to 
10 rounds, giving the finished Podcast 

bead 10 beads per side.

XS
S

M
L

XL

	8	rounds	on	Circle	Start
 9 rounds
10 rounds
11 rounds
12 rounds

6-POINT PODCAST SIZE GUIDE

The PodCast Bead

Up Next: Casting Off A Bangle Start!
 

follow along at www.ContemporaryGeometricBeadwork.com


